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If someone were to ask, “Who is Duncan MacLeod?”, the 
best answer would be “a chameleon.”

Duncan MacLeod is a native Californian 
who was transplanted to the East 
Coast for boarding school. He dropped 
out after a semester at an Ivy League 
school. 

He returned to California. After a stint 
in the mental hospital, he finished 
his education at San Francisco State 
University, where he majored in Film and 
Italian. 

He directed a feature documentary about 
Mexican wrestling called La Lucha/The 
Struggle, performed lead autoharp in the 
band band “The Acres,” and is author of 
the New Adult books collectively known 
as  The Psychotic Break Series and the 
prequel, Seventh Avenue South.  He lives 
in Los Angeles with his husband Rafael 
and his dog Patsy.

Duncan MacLeod

Agnes in the Fifth Bardo is his first foray into lighthearted Young Adult fiction.

To find out more information about his books, please visit his website at: 

dunkablog.com

https://dunkablog.com


A major bummer, Agnes Blatt is dead.

Immediately after being struck by a car, she finds herself on a conveyor belt in the Fourth Bardo. 
There she joins forces with Jerry, her high school crush, and Patsy, an adorable dog who lived 
on her street. The three dead souls travel together through all of the afterlife, battling demons, 
warding off ill-intentioned angels, and defending their three-souled union to everyone they meet.

When Agnes finds a knife that can cut through illusions, the trio hack their way through the 
wilderness of the afterlife, tumbling from one adventure to another.
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MAIN CHARACTERS

Agnes Blatt - Recently deceased student at Van Nuys High. Well-read, smart, she is definitely not 
part of the “in” crowd.

Jerry Vitolo - Recently deceased quarterback at Van Nuys High, Jerry appears on the surface to 
fit the dumb jock stereotype. Agnes had a crush on Jerry, which she finds perplexing. 

Patsy - A recently run-over terrier who lived on Agnes’ block. Her daddies are a nice gay couple. 
She is a pragmatic optimist.

Beelzebul - One of the princes of hell. Beelzebul dislikes the many other denizens of the afterlife. 
He uses his evil powers to cause chaos in the world of the living and the dead.

A host of angels, a shroud of ghouls, and a legion of demons, all with conflicting interests in the 
trio making their way through the afterlife.
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EXCERPTED FROM CHAPTER 31 - IN THE SPIDER’S NEST
 I wielded the knife and cut a hole in the river. We whooshed down the whirlpool and into the 
inky black void I knew so well. I wondered what would happen if we stayed in the void for a while. 
What happens, it turns out, is that we start to fall faster.
 “Agnes!” Jerry was flailing in the air.  Patsy was frozen, her tail between her legs, with wide 
open brown eyes. She whimpered softly.
 I reached out the knife and cut. The void expelled us so violently, I thought we might have 
broken some bones. Then I remembered we didn’t have any bones.
 “Is everyone okay?” I saw my conjoined buddies nod.
 We looked around, trying to assess where we had landed. An inky black darkness 
surrounded us on all sides. There was no sky above us, and only darkness below. A red hourglass 
was faintly visible. Then a thousand eyes blinked.
 “Who are you?”, asked the black widow spider? Why are there three of you?”
 I sighed. “It’s a long story.”
 “I trust you are comfortable here in my nest?”
 It was rather soft but also sticky. I could use my knife to get us out of here before the spider 
did anything. But she didn’t seem like a spider on the hunt. Although if I learned anything on this 
journey, it’s that appearances can be deceiving...especially here in the fifth bardo.
 “I’m Agnes. This is Jerry and Patsy. We’re dead.”
 “My name is Hesperus. You’re welcome to stay here as long as you like, but the conveyor 
will make that difficult.”
 “I think we outran the conveyor by like a dozen stages.”
 Hesperus looked perplexed. “I hope you know; the conveyor assures you will get out of 
here. It takes you from lesson to lesson until you have learned the whole of your karma and are 
ready to leave worldly attachment behind.”
 “Worldly attachment? You mean Samsara? We’re attached to one another. There’s really no 
chance of us leaving anything behind.”
 Jerry cleared his throat. “Miss Hesperus?”
 “Missus.”
 “Oh yeah, a widow and all that, sorry. Listen, do you think we can get out of this bardo if we 
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EXCERPTED FROM CHAPTER 31 - IN THE SPIDER’S NEST

Excerpt cont.
wait for the conveyor?”
 She smiled, baring her venomous fangs. “I imagine it would help. You’re welcome to stay 
here and wait.”
 All three of us spoke at once. “Okay.”
 A thousand tears formed in her eyes. “I don’t believe it.”
 “What’s wrong?” I asked.
 “Nobody has ever taken me up on an offer like this. Aren’t you terrified of me?”
 I shrugged. “We’re already dead. What’s the worst you could do?”
 “I could inject you with a nasty neurotoxin that causes paralysis. I could eat you.”
 Patsy barked. “You’re scary, Missus Hesperus, but you are not a cold-hearted killer.”
 She smiled even wider. “You learned the lesson I had to teach. Nobody ever does.”
 I took a guess. “We shouldn’t be afraid of something we don’t understand?”
 Hesperus nodded.
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What inspired you to write Agnes in the Fifth Bardo?01
What sort of message do you think it sends?02
Tell me about your other books.03
Can there be a sequel to a book where the lead character is dead?04

Sample Interview 
Questions
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Do you have any experiences that inform the book and its contents?05
Who do you most wish would read your book?06
Who influenced your writing?07
If you had advice for a young person just learning how to write stories, 
what would you tell them?08
Do you want your books to be movies? TV Series?09
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What is the greatest joy of writing for you?10



Target
Audience05

Young adults who take pleasure in reading ghost stories and occult tales will 
find much to enjoy in this humorously philosophical novel that follows high 

schoolers Agnes and Jerry, along with talking-dog Patsy, as they journey 
through the afterlife.

YOUNG ADULTS
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 via email
duncanwrites@gmail.com

 or online at
Facebook -Website - Twitter
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